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Abstract: Global Positioning System (GPS) has been used in many aerial and terrestrial high
precision positioning applications. Multipath affects positioning and navigation performance.
This paper proposes a convolutional neural network based carrier-phase multipath detection
method. The method is based on the fact that the features of multipath characteristics in multipath
contaminated data can be learned and identified by a convolutional neural network. The proposed
method is validated with simulated and real GPS data and compared with existing multipath
mitigation methods in position domain. The results show the proposed method can detect about 80%
multipath errors (i.e., recall) in both simulated and real data. The impact of the proposed method
on positioning accuracy improvement is demonstrated with two datasets, 18–30% improvement
is obtained by down-weighting the detected multipath measurements. The focus of this paper
is on the development and test of the proposed convolutional neural network based multipath
detection algorithm.
Keywords: Global Positioning System (GPS); Convolutional Neural Network (CNN); multipath
detection; machine learning; high precision positioning
1. Introduction
Global Positioning System (GPS) has been intensively used in high precision positioning
applications such as attitude determination of unmanned aerial vehicles e.g., [1] and other autonomous
vehicles e.g., [2]. GPS positioning is based on the pseudorange and carrier phase measurements from
multiple satellites to a GPS receiver. With a temporary or permanent reference station and a rover
station, carrier phase based relative GPS biases and errors such as satellite clock and orbit offsets,
ionospheric and tropospheric biases can be eliminated or greatly mitigated with differencing techniques
at a short baseline between the rover and reference stations. As a result, GPS positioning can achieve
centimetre level accuracy. However, positioning accuracy, availability, and continuity can be affected
by signal multipath in some difficult environments because multipath errors cannot be removed
or mitigated with differencing techniques [3]. The research question of this paper is: can machine
learning methods be used to detect Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) multipath errors in
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high-precision positioning? To answer this question, the following two sub-sections briefly introduce
GPS multipath error and mitigation as well as relevant machine learning algorithms used to detect GPS
multipath errors. The architecture of the proposed model is presented in Section 2. Model validation
methodologies and the relevant assessment criteria are given in Section 3. Section 4 describes how
the training and validation data are collected. Section 5 explains how the parameters in the proposed
models are determined. After presenting the results of simulated and real data in Section 6, a conclusion
is reached in the last section.
1.1. Introduction of GPS Multipath Error and Its Mitigation
Multipath effect is caused when direct signals are received with reflected signals at an antenna as
shown in Figure 1. In theory, the maximum magnitude of carrier phase multipath error is a quarter
of the signal wavelength. It affects positioning accuracy and availability (due to incorrect or failed
ambiguity resolution) in high precision GPS positioning applications. Many methods have been
developed to detect and mitigate GPS multipath errors. Phan et al. [4,5] propose using Support Vector
Machine (SVM) to estimate multipath errors with inputs of satellite elevation and azimuth by taking
advantage of sidereal repeatability of GPS multipath signals. There are many other GPS multipath
mitigation techniques based on the sidereal repeatability of GPS multipath signals [6–9]. Wavelet
decomposition is also widely used to mitigate multipath errors [10–12]. These methods can only
be applied to static antennas (such as at permanent International GNSS Service (IGS) stations) in
unchanged environments, where the multipath repeats every sidereal day.
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Multipath errors can be mitigated using stochastic models based on Carrier-to-Noise Ratio (CNR)
or Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) [13,14]. Simple stochastic models are based on the satellite elevation
angle (E) [13,15]. For example, assuming the variance of the carrier phase error to be:
σ2 = 1/ sin2 E. (1)
Some improved stochastic models are based on Carrier-to-Noise Ratio (CNR) or Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR). e.g., SIMGA-ε model [15] uses CNR to estimate carrier phase variances σ2 using
the equation:
σ2 = Ci·10− CNR10 , (2)
where Ci denotes a factor consisting of the carrier loop noise bandwidth and a conversion term from
cycle2 to millimetres2, which includes the Li wavelength. CNR is the measured CNR from the GPS
data. Some receiver and antenna designs can mitigate multipath effects. Special hardware designs
such as vision correlator [16] and Multipath Estimating Delay-Lock-Loop [17] have been used by some
receiver manufacturers to mitigate multipath error. Lau and Cross [18] use multiple closely spaced
antennas to model multipath error based on the multipath phase differences of antenna pairs.
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Most of the research above is based on static GPS data; this is because it is difficult to precisely
assess the carrier phase multipath errors of kinematic data. We present a new convolutional neural
network based multipath detection method for both static and kinematic data. With the development
of a rotating arm rig by the authors, the multipath error of kinematic data can be assessed in the
measurement domain and used to validate the detection method. In addition, a stochastic model based
on the detection result is used so that the performance of the new method in the position domain can
be compared with a simple elevation model and SIGMA-εmodel. The proposed methods can be used
in carrier phase based kinematic positioning, including Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) applications for
improving kinematic positioning performance in difficult environments.
1.2. Introduction of Relevant Machine Learning Algorithms
Mathematically, convolution is defined as an operation applying one function repeatedly across
the output of another function. In the context of a neural network, it means to apply repeatedly a ‘filter’
across a time series or an image. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are being widely deployed in
many applications, like image recognition, video analysis, and for time series processing like music,
speech recognition [19,20]. Inspired by the cell structures of biological visual neuroscience, a typical
CNN is composed of convolutional layers, subsampling (pooling) layers, and fully connected layers.
A convolutional filter (kernel) within convolutional layers can provide a compressed representation of
input data, and it can be computed using methods such as Sparse Auto-Encoder (SAE) and Principle
Component Analysis (PCA). SAE is used in the proposed method because of its higher efficiency in
reducing the dimension of data [21]. An SAE neural network is an unsupervised learning algorithm
that applies backpropagation and sparsity constraint [21–23]. As demonstrated in Figure 2, a typical
auto-encoder neural network has identical input and desired output values. The backpropagation
algorithm is performed to minimize the reconstruction error (i.e., to make the output values equal to
the input values). Apart from backpropagation, a sparsity constraint is applied to the network in SAE
to make activations of neurons inactive (i.e., close to zero). With convolution filters computed using
SAE, convolutional layers can extract features from input data. In the convolution layer, the activations
of each filter are computed throughout the network:
a(l+1)i = σ((W
(l) ∗ a(l))i + b(l), (3)
where W is the convolution filters (it is equivalent to a weight matrix) computed from SAE (e.g., W in
Figure 2 is composed of three filters with a length of 4 for each filter); ∗ is the convolution operator;
a(l+1)i represents the activation of unit i in layer l (For l = 1, a
(l) is the input data), if there is a high
degree of fitting between input data and a single filter in W, it will result in a high activation in
convolved features; b(l) is the bias term (computed in SAE) in layer l; the sigmoid function σ(·) is
defined as:
σ(x) = 1/
[
1+ exp−x
]
. (4)
The sigmoid function is used as activation function in a neural network because of the nonlinearity
of sigmoid function. The derivative of the sigmoid function can be expressed by itself, i.e.,
σ′(x) = σ(x)[1− σ(x)], so that the derivative of the error function with respect to network inputs can
be computed in a backpropagation algorithm (based on a gradient descent method). The convolved
features are subsampled by a specific factor in the subsampling layer. The role of a subsampling layer
is used to reduce the variance of convolved data so that the value of a particular feature over a region
of an input layer can be computed and merged together. More detailed information about SAE and
CNN can be found in [21,23,24].
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Figure 2. A sparse auto-encoder network with a sparse representation on the hidden layer.
Two types of classifiers, softmax and random forest, are used and compared in this work. A softmax
classifier is widely used in the output layer of neural networks because it can provide normalized
probabilities for multiple classes and it is easy for implementation. Mathematically, the softmax function
is given by:
P(c|d, λ) = exp
λ(c)>d
∑Kj=1 expλ
(j)>d
(5)
where d is the input features, c is the classes of output labels, c ∈ {1, . . . , K} and K is the number of
classes, and λ denotes all the parameters of the probability model. The logistic function is a special
case of softmax function for binary classification (i.e., K = 2).
Softmax classifier in the output layer of CNN that can be replaced with a random forest. Random
forest is a learning model for classification. A random forest is composed of many randomly generated
decision trees. An individual decision tree is a tool used to divide data with hyperplanes. All trees in
forests are independent. They randomly select features at each node to split data. After training, a new
instance that enters the forest can be assigned into a leaf node, then all trees can ‘vote’ data for a class
by their leaf distributions, and the forest makes the final decision based on the most voted class (when
it is used for classification). More details of random forest can be referred to [25]. Random forest is
used in this research because of its stable and superior performance over other classifiers [26] and its
high robustness to outliers [27].
2. Proposed Convolutional Neural Network Based Multipath Detection Method
A new machine learning based multipath detection method is proposed and the details and
complete algorithm are described in this section. The proposed method uses CNN with SAE for feature
extraction and random forest/softmax for classification. CNN is used for feature extraction in the
proposed method because CNN can tolerate pattern shift and deformation [28]. The proposed method
doesn’t rely on the sidereal repeatability of multipath errors.
CNR and Pseudorange multipath (MP) for each frequency are used separately to extract multipath
features via CNN. MP is linear combinations of the pseudorange and carrier phase observations [29],
which is given by:
MPi = Pi −
(
1+
2
α− 1
)
Li +
(
2
α− 1
)
Lj (6)
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where MPi (in metres) represents MP for Frequency i, Pi is the code measurement for frequency i, Li and
Lj are the carrier phase measurements for frequencies i and j, respectively, and α is the ratio between
squared frequencies of Li and Lj. The extracted features are combined together with a doubled input
dimension (the reason to combine the features of CNR and MP is explained in Section 5) to train a
classifier. After the training, the classifier can detect whether the data is multipath contaminated or not.
The input data structure of the proposed method is shown in Table 1. For each type of signal
from satellite k, its input data CNR and MP in the same column have the same timestamp. We denote
n as the length of input time window and the observation n is the latest observation. The proposed
method needs current and n − 1 previous successive observations to detect the multipath in the
latest observation. As a real-time detection system, there is a response time between the epoch at
the observation starts to suffer from multipath error and the epoch of detection of multipath. As a
result, shortening the time window of input data (i.e., decreasing n) can reduce the detection response
time, and vice versa. However, decreasing n would increase difficulty in feature extraction because
of less information in the input data (due to reduced feature dimension) and convolution cannot be
performed when n is less than 3. The value of n is set to 16 in this work, and the determination of n is
presented in Section 5.
Table 1. Input time-series data structure; PRN denotes Pseudo Random Number.
Satellite Observation1
Observation
2 . . .
Observation
n− 1
Observation
n
PRN k
CNR1 CNR2 . . . CNRn−1 CNRn
MP1 MP2 . . . MPn−1 MPn
To extract a multipath/direct-signal only feature in CNR and MP from the input data, the following
steps are taken:
1. Pre-process each MPi in the time window (i.e. Table 1) to MP0i by:
MP0i = MPi −
n
∑
i=1
MPi/n. (7)
2. Scale the MP0i and CNRi to [0.1] using the following two equations:
CNRsi = 0.8
[
CNRi −CNRmax
CNRmax −CNRmin
]
+ 0.1 (8)
MPsi = σ([
MP0i
|MP0i |
]log (|MP0i |+ 1)) (9)
where CNRsi and MP
s
i are scaled CNRi and MPi from Table 1, respectively; σ(·) is the sigmoid
function defined in Equation (4). CNRmax and CNRmin are the upper and lower bounds of CNR
in all measurements (not just in the time window). This step as data pre-processing (scaling
all the input data to [0, 1]) is compulsory because sigmoid function, i.e., Equation (4), is used
when training SAE in Step 3. The sigmoid function has an output range of [0, 1]. As described in
Section 1, an SAE neural network has identical input and output values, so the input values of
SAE need to be restricted to [0, 1] as well. The values of CNRmax and CNRmin are set as 60 and 30
in this research because this range covers most of the observed CNR in the direct-signal only and
multipath contaminated data. An example plot of CNR in 24 h is shown in Figure 3. Unlike CNR,
MP is not bounded, the logarithmic function is used in Equation (9) to scale MP0i to the range
within activation range of sigmoid function, and then sigmoid function is used to make sure MPsi
is within [0, 1]. MP
0
i|MP0i | can assure that MP
s
i has a consistent positive or negative sign with MP
0
i .
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3. If the detector is untrained, convolution filters are trained for MP and CNR by SAE, respectively.
The training is implemented in minFunc, developed by Schmidt [30]. After tuning, the parameters
for convolution filters used in this work are: the number of filters = 4, the length of each filter = 5,
which proved to give best performance (more detail is presented in Section 5).
4. Using Equations (3) and (4) to compute the feature activations of each filter throughout the
network in the convolution layer.
5. In the pooling layer, the feature maps are subsampled to reduce data resolution. The determination
of subsampling factor is presented in Section 5.
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The process of steps 3 to 5 is illustrated in Figure 4. In the figure, the number of convolution filters
is 4, convolving a single filter with a length of m over a scaled input time series with a length of n
giving feature activation with a length of n −m + 1.
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Two classifiers, softmax and random forest, are compared in this work to select a suitable classifier
and optimise the performance of the proposed method. The convolved and pooled feature maps of
CNR and MP are combined together and then fed into classifiers as input data. For random forest,
a Matlab script randomForest [31] is used in the implementation with 100 trees and each tree will grow
to its maximum depth. Two types of data are used to validate the proposed method: the simulated
data collected from a Spirent GS8000 GNSS signal simulator (San Jose, CA, USA) in a simulated urban
canyon environment and real data collected in low multipath and severe multipath environments.
Two types of labels are used for real and simulated data: direct-signal only measurement and multipath
measurement. The details of data labelling are described in the following section.
3. Validation Methodologies of the Proposed Method
The proposed method learns multipath/direct-signal only features from training datasets; then,
test datasets can be used to validate the trained detector. Note that the trained detector does not
learn any multipath features from test datasets. Except for data used in parameter tuning (detail
is presented in Section 5), all the other training and test datasets are collected in different satellite
geometries with different multipath errors in observations. The proposed method has been validated
with simulated and real data. The aim of testing with simulated data is to validate the proposed
method in a well-controlled environment, where all the multipath/direct-only signals can be manually
defined and clearly labelled. Real data is used to train and test detectors so that the feasibility of the
proposed method can be examined in practice. Recall, rate of false detection, and accuracy are used
to assess the performance of the trained detector, and their definitions are shown in Table 2. Recall
is a metric used in machine learning to evaluate how many ‘true positive’ samples (i.e., multipath
contaminated measurements in this research) can be detected by a classifier. A high recall means a
classifier is sensitive to ‘true positive’ samples. The rate of false detection is the number of incorrect
multipath detections as a percentage of the total number of multipath detections. Accuracy is the
number of correct detections (for both multipath and direct-signal only) samples as a percentage of
all samples.
Table 2. Definition of recall, rate of false detection, and accuracy.
Simulated/Real Data
Label
Multipath Direct-Signal Only
Detection
Multipath N11 N12
Direct-signal only N21 N22
Recall N11/(N11 + N21)
Rate of false detection (on multipath) N12/(N11 + N12)
Accuracy (N11 + N22)/(N11 + N12 + N21 + N22)
Training and testing with simulated data and real data are independent (i.e., no cross-validation
between simulated and real data is performed) because their labels are determined with different
methods (labelling of simulated data is explained in Section 4). A criterion is used to label multipath
measurement on the real data based on double-differenced carrier phase residual error: if the
double-differenced carrier phase residual error of a measurement at an epoch exceeds 99% (three-sigma)
of measurement errors in a low multipath environment (i.e., three times of standard deviation (S.D.)
of the double-differenced carrier phase errors), then that measurement is labelled as a multipath
measurement. Because the proposed method process MP and CNR separately in feature extraction and
‘true’ carrier phase residuals are used to label multipath measurements, the orthogonality between
CNR and MP with carrier phase has no effect on multipath detection. Multipath at the reference
receiver is negligible. Real multipath errors may be small and they cannot be distinguished from noise
in practice; they are labelled as a direct-signal only class. Therefore, real data will have a higher rate of
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false detection than simulated data. The S.D. of un-differenced random carrier phase errors are 1 mm
(L1) and 1.2 mm (L2) for GPS determined in [32].
Detection results can be further validated in position domain by down-weighting the detected
multipath measurements. However, developing linear or nonlinear down-weighting methods is not
the main focus of this paper due to its complexity. The impact of the proposed method on positioning
accuracy improvement is demonstrated by down-weighting the detected multipath measurements
with a simple linear method based on the output of random forest:
w =
ntree
4nm − ntree (nm > ntree/2) (10)
where w is the weight multiplier of a measurement in the weight matrix, ntree is the total number of
trees in random forest, and nm is the number of trees in random forest that votes for multipath class.
The work described in this paper is multidisciplinary research. In order to further help readers
who may not be familiar with both multipath errors in GPS measurements and machine learning
theory, a summary of key objectives and features of the paper and the proposed method is given below:
• The proposed method aims to detect multipath errors in carrier phase measurements (not signals).
The multipath errors in measurements are the output of processed signals from receiver
hardware. Therefore, the multipath errors to be detected in carrier-phase measurements are
the results of the combination of antenna architecture and receiver signal processing architecture
(including correlator design). Characteristics of multipath errors in carrier phase measurements
of combinations of antennas and receivers are very similar. Factors affecting the phases and
magnitudes of carrier phase multipath errors can be found in [3].
• The proposed method aims to detect multipath errors. The definition of multipath errors
is described in Section 1.1 and [3]. Non-line-of-sight only measurements are not multipath
contaminated measurements; therefore, the non-line-of-sight only problem is outside the scope of
this investigation.
• The proposed method doesn’t rely on the repeated multipath characteristics in sidereal days, and
doesn’t need multipath pattern/signature to build up in the previous consecutive measurement
epochs in real-time implementation of the multipath detection. A machine learning classifier can
learn the characteristics of multipath errors in carrier phase measurements from CNR and MP
data in the training datasets as described in Section 2.
4. Data Description
Four tests are performed to test the proposed method with simulated and real data, and the
information and names of datasets are shown in Table 3. Tests 1, 2, and 3 train and validate the proposed
method with simulated kinematic data (SIMTU, SIMTR, and SIMTE), real static data (STU, STR1/2,
and STE), and real kinematic data (KTU, KTR1/2, and KTE1), respectively. Test 4 further validates
the trained detectors with the training and test data (KTE2) collected in two different multipath
environments (near a wall on the rooftop and near a building). Test 5 compares the performance of the
proposed method with those of two existing multipath mitigation methods (simple elevation based
model and SIGMA-εmodel). More details about data collection of tuning, training, and test datasets
are described in the following section.
Table 3. List of tests with tuning, training, and test datasets.
Tests Tuning Dataset Training Dataset Test Dataset Remarks
1 SIMTU SIMTR SIMTE Simulated data
2 STU STR1+STR2 STE Real static data
3 KTU KTR1+KTR2 KTE1 Real kinematic data
4 KTU KTR1+KTR2 KTE2 Real kinematic data
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4.1. Description of Data Simulation and Collection
Three models are used for the multipath propagation on the Spirent GS8000 GNSS simulator.
Rician fading and Rayleigh fading are used to model direct and multipath signals [33,34]. An urban
canyon environment, as shown in Figure 5, is created to test the proposed method. There are four
category masks in the simulated environment. Category A is a visibility mask to represent obstructions
such as high-rise buildings. Category B represents normal signal arriving at these segments with no
reflections (data from Category B is labelled as direct-signal only data). Category C simulates signals
with their reflected signals arriving at these segments (data from Category C is labelled as multipath
contaminated data).
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Figure 5. A simulated urban canyon envir t in the Spirent GPS signal simulation.
Datasets listed in Table 4 were conducted using the Spirent GNSS simulator, using Land Mobile
mode. A moving antenna is simulated, and the antenna constantly performs circular movement with
a radius of 2 meters and a speed of 1m/s, from a position with International Terrestrial Reference
Frame 08 (ITRF08) coordinates of 29◦48′10.6682′′N, 121◦33′24.2892′′E, and 1.0m H. In Test 1, Dataset
SIMTR is used for training the detector and Dataset SIMTU are used for parameter tuning. The tuned
and trained detector is then validated with Dataset SI TE. The proportion of direct-signal only and
multipath signals are intentionally balanced (the redundant data are rand mly scre ned out) in the
training a d test datas ts s that the performance of the etector is unbiased f r two lasses. A Javad
Triumph-VS receiver (San Jose, CA, USA) w s used to coll ct simulated signals. The data were then
processed by the detector to detect the multipath signals at each epoch, and assess the recall and rate
of false detection.
Table 4. List of data collected with a GNSS simulator; GDOP denotes Geometric Dilution of Precision.
Datasets Date Time (GPST) No. of availableSatellites Ave age GDOP
SIMTR 18 June 2015 00:00:00–03:59:59 2–7 8.8 (1.8–50+)
SIMTU 18 June 2015 04:00:00–11:59:59 3–8 4.6 (1.5–50+)
SIMTE 18 June 2015 12:00:00–23:59:59 2–8 6.3 (1.5–50+)
4.2. Description of Real Data Collection
All the static and kinematic datasets listed in Tables 5 and 6 were collected at the University
of Nottingham Ningbo China (UNNC) using Javad Triumph VS receivers. All the data shown in
Table 5 were collected with static antennas. Dataset STR1 was collected on the South Pillar on the
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roof of the Science and Engineering Building (SEB) at UNNC with a clear open environment shown
in Figure 6a. Datasets STR2, STU, and STE were collected in a multipath environment (near a wall)
shown in Figure 6b. Dataset STU is only used for parameter tuning of the detector. The reference
station of Datasets STR1, STR2, STU, and STE is set on the North Pillar at SEB.
Table 5. Details of the collection of the real static data.
Datasets Date Time (GPST) No. of AvailableSatellites
Average
GDOP
Environment of
Data Collection
STR1 18 January 2017 00:00:00–03:59:59 6–9 2.9 (1.3–4.0) Open clear area
STR2 21 January 2017 04:00:00–07:59:59 4–9 3.3 (1.8–5.5) Near to a wall
STU 21 January 2017 08:00:00–11:59:59 5–11 3.6 (1.2–17.1) Near to a wall
STE 21 January 2017 12:00:00–23:59:59 6–9 2.8 (1.3–3.4) Near to a wall
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Figure 6. Images show the environments for the collection of (a) Dataset STR1; (b) Datasets STR2; STU,
STE; (c) Dataset KTR1; (d) Datasets KTR2, KTU, KTE1; (e) Dataset KTE2; and (f) Dataset KTE3.
Table 6. Details of the collection of the real kinematic datasets.
Datasets Date Time (GPST) Tangential Speedof Rotation
Environment of
Data Collection
KTR1 27 July 2015 03:25:01–03:50:00 0.73 m/s Open clear area
KTR2 3 June 2015 07:42:01–08:07:00 0.14 m/s Near a wall
KTU 3 June 2015 08:07:01–08:32:00 0.14 m/s Near a wall
KTE1 4 June 2015 08:09:01–09:09:00 0.10 m/s Near a wall
KTE2 16 August 2016 08:39:04–09:07:47 N/A Near a building
A rotating arm rig was used to c llect real kinematic dat . The rig ha four parts, as shown in
Figure 7: a base, a cabinet, a rotating arm, and two platforms. Th bas with a motor and a battery is at
the bottom of the center. Above the base, there is a cabinet to place GPS receivers, and an antenna can be
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installed on the top of the cabinet. The total length of two arms (i.e., diameter of the circular trajectory)
is 4 m. At the end of the rotor arm, there are two platforms. The rectangular platform is used to host
an antenna and the circular one is used to hold equivalent weight to balance the arms. A rotating rig
can provide a fixed trajectory (surveyed by total station) so that the ‘true’ carrier phase residuals can
be calculated. In addition, when the rig is placed next to a wall, the rotation of the rig can simulate the
transition between low and high multipath environments. Multipath errors change from time to time
and place to place during a sidereal day; therefore, the phases and magnitudes of multipath errors in a
rotation of the rotating arm rig are not repetitive (each rotation is treated separately).Remote Sens. 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  11 of 19 
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All the data shown in Table 6 were collected with a kinematic antenna. Datasets KTR1 and KTR2
were collected with the rotating arm rig in a clear open environment as shown in Figure 6c and a
multipath environment shown in Figure 6d, respectively. Datasets KTU and KTE1 were collected
with the rotating arm rig near a wall. Dataset KTU is only used for parameter tuning of the proposed
multipath detector. After tuning and training, the detector is then validated by test sets KTE1 and
KTE2. Dataset KTE1 is used to test the performance of the trained multipath detector in a changing
multipath environment (i.e., more multipath signals when the rover antenna moves close to a wall
when comparing with rover away from the wall). The first 20 min of KTE1 is used in Test 5 to
demonstrate the detection results in position domain because there are always more than five available
satellites during that period, so that the effect of satellite geometry on positioning quality can be
reduced when down-weighting the detected multipath measurements. The reference station of Dataset
KTR1 is set on the centre of the rotation arm rig. The reference station of Datasets KTR2, KTU, and KTE1
is set on t e North Pillar at SEB. ‘True’ d uble- ifferenced carrier phase residuals can be computed
from the fixe solution after ambiguity resolution usi g the least-squares ambiguity decorrel tion
adjustment (LAMBDA) method [35]. Calculating the true trajectories of rover movement is compulsory
for the determination of ‘true’ double-differenced carrier phase residuals. Total stations were use
to measure the length of rotation ra ius and the inclinati n of the rotation plane. The phase centre
variation of antenna is much smaller than phase multipath errors and it is neglected in kinematic
applications. The reference stati n on the North Pillar is in a low multipath e vironment that is shown
in a 24-h test presented in [36] with true carrier phase residuals. The position of the ce tre of the
rotation arm rig is etermi ed by static GPS surveying with similar satellite geometry when collecting
Datasets KTR2, KTU, a d KTE1. Dataset KTE2 further validates the detector (trained with Datasets
KTR1 and KTR2) in real scenarios. Dataset KTE2 was collected on the UNNC campus near a building
(shown in Figure 6e) with a moving antenna passing through five pegs with the known position
determined by total stations and static GPS surveying. When antenna moves to a peg, only the first
epoch was used for validation. There are 24 such epochs available in Dataset KTE2.
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5. Tuning of Parameters and Comparison between Classifiers
Similar to other machine learning approaches [20,21] and filtering approaches [37], parameter
tuning is an essential step. GPS L1 C/A data in Datasets SIMTU, STU, and KTU are used to tune a
parameter (length of input time window) in the proposed method. Accuracy (its definition can be
found in Table 2) is the criterion for parameter tuning. Figure 8 illustrates the detection accuracy of
using MP, CNR and their combination when changing the length of input time windows. All the data
in Figure 8 show that the combination of MP and CNR improves accuracy when compared with using
MP or CNR alone. As shown in Figure 8a, increasing the length of input time window improves the
accuracy on simulated data at the expense of increased detection response. Figure 8b,c show that,
when the length of input time window exceeds 20 s on real static and kinematic data, the detection
accuracy stops increasing. As a result, the length of input time window is set to 16 s to optimise the
detection performance on real data with the shortest response time.
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Figure 8. Detection results using feature of MP, SNR and their combination when changing the length
of input time window with Dataset SIMTU (a); STU (b); and KTU (c).
Other parameters (the number of filters, length of each filter, and subsampling factor) are tuned
with the same real datasets (SIMTU, STU, and KTU) to optimise detection performance in real scenarios.
Table 7 shows the detection results on tuning Dataset KTU using different number of filters with
different lengths. From the table, it can be seen that changing these two parameters have slight effects
on accuracy. Parameters with the best performance in tuning (i.e., a filter patch composed of four
filters with a length of 5 for each filter) are used in this research.
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Table 7. Detection results of changing the number of filters and length of each filter with Dataset KTU.
Detection Accuracy (%) Length of Each Filter
3 4 5 6
Number of
filters
3 58.99 58.91 58.92 58.86
4 58.80 59.03 59.38 58.71
5 58.67 59.21 58.90 58.57
6 59.31 59.09 58.62 58.60
Figure 9 shows the detection results using different subsampling factors with Datasets STU
and KTU. The results show that accuracy gradually decreases for kinematic data with the increase
of subsampling factor. This is due to correspondingly reduced resolution of feature maps after
convolution operation. The value of subsampling factor is set to 2 in this study to save on computation
burden of a classifier without compromising on detection accuracy.
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With tuned parameters in C , t e performances of two clas ifiers, softmax and random
forest, on GPS L1 C/A data in Datasets SIMTU, IMTE, STU, STE, U, and KTE are pres nted
in Table 8. The results show that the random forest classifier performs better than a softmax classifier in
kinematic data by 1% to 10%, especially for the simulated data. However, the softmax classifier slightly
outperforms random forest in static data by about 2%. This is because the softmax classifier is based
on probability theory so that it performs better in static data with more predictable multipath errors.
Uncertainty is involved (e.g., rapid changing of environment) in kinematic data, and decision tree
based random forest outperforms because it is a highly robust classifier [27]. Therefore, the proposed
method uses a softmax classifier for static data and random forest classifier for kinematic data.
Table 8. Performance of softmax and random forest classifiers on simulated and real data.
Datasets Classifers Recall (%) Rate of FalseDetection (%) Accuracy (%)
SIMTU Softmax 70.1 13.5 79.6
SIMTU Random forest 81.2 10.1 86.0
STU Softmax 92.3 28.3 77.9
STU Random forest 7.4 28.5 7 .2
KTU Softmax 59.8 34.9 63.9
KTU Random forest 74.4 37.1 65.2
SIMTE Softmax 78.5 30.1 72.4
SIMTE Random forest 80.4 16.4 82.3
STE Softmax 81.5 28.4 74.6
STE Random forest 78.1 29.0 73.1
KTE Softmax 69.7 37.1 64.3
KTE Random forest 75.5 36.8 65.8
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6. Test Results
Table 9 shows the detection results (recall, rate of false detection, and accuracy) of Tests 1, 2, 3, and 4.
The results of Test 1 show that the trained detector can achieve a recall of 77–87% (i.e., detect about 80%
multipath measurements) with a rate of false detection of about 16% in Test 1. The detection accuracy
is about 80%. Unlike simulated data, available GPS L2C and L5 data in the real kinematic datasets
are not sufficient for training. Only one GPS IIF satellite (i.e., with L5 signal) and two GPS satellites
with L2C signal are available in kinematic Dataset KTR2. Therefore, L5 data and L2C and L5 data are
not processed in Tests 3 and 4. In Tests 2 and 3, the results show that the trained detector can achieve
accuracy of about 70%. Comparing with simulated data, the real data have higher rates of false detection
(over 30%). This is because a real multipath signal may have small magnitudes of multipath errors
labelled as direct-signal only; they are sometimes comparable to the carrier phase measurement noise.
An example of this is shown in Figure 10, where red dots represent ‘true’ residuals of measurements
detected as multipath, and blue dots represent those detected as direct-signal only. Squared boxes in
Figure 10 show typical multipath signals with small magnitudes of multipath errors. Results of Test 4 in
Table 9 show that the trained detector can still detect multipath errors with degraded recall of about 70%
when the test dataset and training dataset are collected in different environments (near a wall on rooftop
and near a building). The moving trajectories and positions of pegs are shown in Figure 11.
Table 9. Results of Tests 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Tests Signal Recall (%) Rate of False Detection (%) Accuracy (%)
1 L1 C/A 79.8 16.2 82.2
1 L2P(Y) 77.7 16.4 81.2
1 L2 C 82.2 25.8 76.8
1 L5 86.8 13.6 86.6
2 L1 C/A 81.5 28.4 74.6
2 L2P(Y) 80.2 34.4 69.1
2 L2 C 74.5 34.4 67.7
2 L5 66.2 37.7 63.0
3 L1 C/A 75.7 35.9 66.7
3 L2P(Y) 81.9 35.0 68.9
4 L1 C/A 73.8 31.1 61.5
4 L2P(Y) 69.4 37.5 55.2
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Figure 10. ‘True’ double-differenced carrier phase residuals of detected multipath measuremetns
(red dots) and direct-signal only measurements (blue dots) in Dataset KTR1 (GPS L1 C/A data).
Red dots in the squared areas represent mulitpath errors with small magnitudes.
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Tables 10 and 11 show the Root Mean Square (RMS) positioning errors in horizontal and height
components and 3D of the positioning solutions using simple elevation model, SIGMA-εmodel, and
new model based on down-weighting the detected multipath measurements (with Equation (10)).
The improvements of percentage are relative to the standard least squares solution (i.e., without a
stochastic model).
Table 10. RMS errors in horizontal and height components and their percentage improvement (when
comparing with the results of other stochastic models) of the tested stochastic models based on the
proposed method in Dataset KTE1.
RMS Error [mm] Standard LeastSquare Solution Elevation Model SIGMA-ε Model Proposed Method
Horizontal 10.2 8.3 6.2 6.7
Vertical 27.0 28.8 21.5 18.9
3D 28.8 30.0 22.4 20.1
%improvement
Horizontal - 18.5 39.5 34.4
Vertical - −6.8 20.2 29.8
3D - −3.9 22.4 30.4
The results in Table 10 show that SIGMA-ε model and the proposed method outperform the
standard least squares method and simple elevation model. However, Table 11 shows that the
performance of the simple elevation model in Dataset KTE3 is better than that in Dataset KTE1. This is
because errors (excluding multipath error caused by walls) in Dataset KTE1 collected on the rooftop are
less elevation dependent compared with errors in KTE1 collected on the ground with some trees nearby
(see Figure 6). The positioning errors in Table 10 (KTE1) are generally larger than those in Table 11
(KTE3) as the environment of data collection of KTE3 is more difficult than that of KTE1 (as shown in
Figure 6). The deterioration for SIGMA-ε and the proposed models are probably due to the weakened
satellite geometry. Generally, all the multipath mitigation methods have better positioning accuracies
when compared with the standard least squares method. The improved positioning accuracy validates
the proposed multipath detection method in position domain. Although the results of the proposed
method show the best positioning accuracy when compared with the other two stochastic models
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in the two datasets, the proposed method does not significantly outperform the SIGMA-εmodel in
Dataset KTE1 and the simple elevation model in Dataset KTE3, respectively.
Table 11. RMS errors in horizontal and height components and their percentage improvement (when
comparing with the results of other stochastic models) of the tested stochastic models based on the
proposed method in Dataset KTE3.
RMS Error [mm] Standard LeastSquare Solution Elevation Model SIGMA-ε Model Proposed Method
Horizontal 13.8 11.7 11.8 11.7
Vertical 27.2 22.1 24.2 22.1
3D 30.5 25.1 26.9 25.0
%improvement
Horizontal - 14.6 14.1 15.0
Vertical - 18.7 11.3 18.9
3D - −3.9 22.4 30.4
7. Conclusions
In this study, a convolutional neural network (CNN) based multipath detection method has
been proposed to detect multipath in kinematic GPS positioning. The proposed method has been
validated with simulated and real GPS data. The proposed method uses a CNN with a Sparse
Auto-Encoder (SAE) for feature extraction. The performance of two classifiers, softmax and random
forest, are compared. The results show that the softmax classifier performs better on static data and
the random forest classifier performs better on kinematic data. This is because uncertainty is involved
(e.g., rapid changing of environment) in kinematic multipath data, decision tree based random forest
outperforms because of its high robustness. The trained detector can detect multipath contaminated
measurement in real time based on the data from the current epoch and its previous successive
observations. The test results with kinematic simulated data show that the proposed method can
detect direct and multipath signals with accuracies of about 80%. Real kinematic data collected using
a rotating arm rig (but no repetitive multipath errors) and real static data show that the method
works well for GPS L1 C/A and L2 P(Y) signals with accuracies of about 70%. Real data collected
near a building show that the well trained detector has an accuracy of about 60% when the training
and test data are collected in two different multipath environments (close to a wall on a rooftop
and near a building). In addition, the proposed method is validated in the position domain with an
improvement of 18–30% in positioning accuracy using a simple linear down-weighting method, and
the method outperforms a simple elevation model and SIGMA-εmodel in both datasets. As a result,
the tests with simulated and real data show that a multipath pattern can be detected by the proposed
method, and machine learning is a feasible and promising way for detecting large GPS multipath
errors. The proposed methods can be used in carrier phase based kinematic positioning, including
Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) applications for improving kinematic positioning performance in difficult
environments. Future work can further study the treatment of the detected multipath measurement
and its effects on positioning accuracy. In addition, improving and applying the proposed methods to
other GNSS (GLONASS, Galileo, and Beidou) and multi-GNSS data and high frequency (more than
1Hz) data are suggested for further research work.
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